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Create an A/V solution that’s simple to use and will help support your students whether they’re learning in school, online or at home.

6 key considerations to building a flexible classroom A/V solution.

Create an A/V solution that’s simple to use and will help support your students whether they’re learning in school, online or at home.

Panels

Choose the right panel for your academic goals. Consider interactive panels for easier hybrid collaboration or blended learning. Pick the right size for your space and ensure it works with your existing classroom management system.

Panel placement

Add multiple panels to the classroom for collaboration stations and/or one large interactive panel for main teaching sessions. Mobile cart solutions also add greater flexibility to move around the room and between classrooms.

Audio

Add integrated microphones and speakers to ensure all your students can participate in classroom discussions no matter where they are, whether it’s in the classroom or at home.

Video

Design a webcam system to ensure every student can view virtual interactions in all parts of the classroom or at home.

Furniture

Modern furniture options will help your students and staff collaborate effectively. Consider mobile desks for endless classroom spacing options, or standing desks and lecterns that enable greater flexibility for collaborative and hybrid experiences.

Services and installation

It’s important to remember professional installation. Whether it’s a simple wall mount or a custom design, you’ll want a solution that is seamless to use, looks good and is as hassle-free as possible.

We can help you build an easy-to-use A/V solution, and will be with you every step of the way— from design to install to support.

- We have a large assortment of commercial, education-grade and consumer products
- Dedicated Account Managers help you choose the right solutions for your education organization
- Certified Engineers help design a collaborative solution that fulfills your needs and budget
- Our nationwide Geek Squad® team manages installation and ongoing support